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How did you get here? 
 
 I began consciously walking for creative reasons in New York in 2004. I 
was taking a class at the New School in Alternatives to Screenwriting. It 
introduced us to organic ways of collecting data; how to eavesdrop and really 
listen to dialogue and to collect poetic moments on a walk. These led to my 
interests in psychogeography –"the study of the precise laws and specific effects 
of the geographical environment, consciously organized or not, on the emotions 
and behavior of individuals." (Debord) And the dérive (translated as drift) – "an 
attempt at analysis of the totality of everyday life, through the passive movement 
through space." (Debord) 
 My first exploration in sound began when I was a child. This is a popular 
story within my immediate family. I would stand next to the refrigerator and then 
imitate it by humming and shaking along with it. Imitation, as sound, has been a 
familiar part of my repertoire. When I began traveling, I could see that I had an 
above average talent at foreign languages. It wasn't so much in the vocabulary 
as it was in the pronunciation. I could, somewhat accurately, imitate what I heard 
from very early on in the learning process. Music had also been a very important 
part of my younger days; learning to play the guitar and collecting music from 
what always seemed to have its origins from early 20th century Paris. I seemed 
to be turning into a Francophile at a young age. My ideas about a place that I had 
never even visited stay with me to this day, only the place constantly changes. 
Now it has changed to Cuba, Haiti and Central Asia.  
 My background in film and photography began in 2004 at the Maine 
Photographic Workshops in Rockport, Maine. I was studying cinematography and 
the founder of the workshops, David Lyman, recommended that every aspiring 
cinematographer take up photography. When I really began traveling in 2005 I 
brought with me the influences of Guy Debord, Baudelaire's description of the 
flâneur and a newly discovered passion for photography. At the time I was living 
in New York and found street photography to be especially difficult, what with the 
generalized fear of turning up on someone's Flickr account and all. I left for 
Cambodia with a somewhat insatiable need to photograph people. I think it was 
really here that I discovered a serious sensitivity with sound. Not just in learning 
the language but on the opposite side, that I am very particular about what I want 
to hear all around me, especially the volume. Phnom Penh, the capital, like most 
cities really, is very loud. With the humid weather it can make someone irritable 
to say the least.  
   
What specifically is of interest to you and why? 
 



 I'm interested in exploring locative walking art, the ephemeral in the digital 
world (with particular interest in sound) and how it can be used in the digital 
medium to explore a narrative of a place. I return often to project ideas of site-
specific installations that use location of the viewer, or participant rather, to tell a 
story. I'm interested in using elements of geotagging in a set area for a viewer to 
hear pre-recorded audio tracks while they walk through an installation.  
 
What's your point of view? 
 
 As a conceptual framework I'm interested in our conceptions of a place, 
getting lost and using restraint as a form of the experience. The installation uses 
the GPS as part of the system to explore the sounds. But the viewer would still 
have an adventure without knowing where they are going next. As for restraint, 
I'd like to incorporate these ideas of not using one or multiple senses; finding out 
how we pay attention to one sense when we're restricted from using another 
sense. For example, how we hear when we can't see and vice versa. Another 
aspect of my interests that I realized just the other night is that what bothers me 
most are people's misconception of place and their inability to get lost...by which I 
mean, we do not, often enough, allow ourselves to be lost. I'm wondering how it 
is that we experience a place and how we assign meaning to it. What gives us a 
conception/misconception of a place?  
 
Why are these worthwhile new media subjects for you? 
 
 It combines my love for travel and exploration with elements of literature, 
sound, photography, and a bit of programming. Using these components in a set 
space for a walking adventure seems like a wonderful blend of my interests and 
will help me to explore other possibilities in narrative.  
 
For the field at large (for the field of communication or design)? 
 
 I think bringing the viewer into physical space in general as opposed to the 
computer screen is a positive thing. There are elements of interest, maybe even 
concern, about the declining public sphere. New media, within this context, has 
the ability to use our physical shared space for further exploration. Also, as far as 
participatory narrative is concerned, there is potential for growth in storytelling 
and using a participantʼs movement as, essentially, the narrator.  
 
How could your thesis investigation contribute to the field? 
 
 Locative walking art and site-specific sound installations still seem like a 
relatively small field. My interests in travel, literature, sound and photography 
feels like it could yield some interesting results in regard to combining multiple 
mediums. As for an experience, I think narrative is an area I feel very comfortable 



in with my background in film and writing. Exploring the relationship of narrative, 
participation and the ephemeral in a place is of interest to me and hopefully will 
lead to a more specific thesis investigation.   
 
What are some influences/examples (who is doing or has done what)? 
 
 Teri Rueb's project entitled Drift is an example of a project that I'd like to 
do. It takes into consideration, not just the person in the experience, but also the 
flow of the ocean tide to influence how the sounds in the installation are played. 
Her site-specific installations using GPS as a locative system to experience 
narrative is something I'm working towards. Also Masaki Fujihata's projects 
include GPS based cyberspace that use both video and soundscapes to 
experience "collective memories." Wasser by Stephan Schemat is a location-
based installation that he calls an "interactive radio-play." The project is very 
similar to Drift. Richard Long is a walking artist who creates sculptures based on 
location and his experience drifting. His work is very much like Andy 
Goldsworthy's whose instinctive and ephemeral land art are well known. I 
especially enjoy both of their processes and hope to uncover how I can 
incorporate my own walks into my narrative based installations.  
 
What is wrong or inadequate if anything? 
 
 I'm not sure of this yet but it seems that I'd like to combine the spontaneity 
of the dérive and ephemeral nature of land art with somehow mapping location 
with sound. There may be a disconnect with all of the visual components of my 
work at this point so I can't say accurately what's missing in the field.  
 
What are the opportunities, where can contributions be made?  
 
 It seems like there are some opportunities in the way of 
travel/adventure/exploration. Probably the GPS, for its intended purpose, make 
people feel secure that they are not lost. I've gotten lost more with the GPS 
actually in Boston than without it. I'd like to push this sense of getting lost in a 
space but having the narrative a part of the security of the adventure and 
experience.  
 
Describe a project or two at MassArt. 
 
 The 'You Are Here' project re-ignited my interest in mapping. I created, 
through simulation, a social network through Google maps where people could 
go into street-view with the yellow guy and visit people's houses. Then they could 
trade files like a P2P network. The short documentary, 'Digital Cartography' 
helped me in understanding the technological aspects of mapping and 
discovering some of the possibilities in new media. My project in Studio II on 



Einstein's Dreams is an audio/site-specific installation. It creates a soundscape of 
three different stories that are told in different areas of the room depending on 
where the participant is standing.  
 
Outside of MassArt? 
 
 I've walked and traveled many cities and countries. I like this idea of being 
uprooted and reframing yourself in a new space. It creates an ongoing story of 
my character within a new environment. I've used photography in the past to 
document this process. I don't intend to leave that behind though I'm not sure 
how I'll use it at this point. In Cambodia, I documented a one-month walk for 
peace called the Dhammayietra with two hundred Khmer monks and one 
hundred nuns. The process was one of the more difficult and most memorable 
photography experiences I've had.  
 
List five projects. What is the Objective? What idea am I exploring? What is 
the final form? How long will it take to complete?  
 
1. Without thinking too hard about the restrictions, or parameters rather, Iʼm going 
to take a walk. The walk will be from my house to some point at 
Harvard…perhaps the steps (wish it were the steppes) of a chapel or famous 
building on campus. Iʼll take with me both a camera and sound recorder. For 
every 30 meters (Iʼll tell you why in meters in a second) I will take a photograph 
and record the sound; from start to finish. Iʼll edit together, slideshow-like, a piece 
that covers this journey visually and auditorily and send it to my girlfriendʼs 
parents in Paris (hence the meters). Theyʼve never been to Boston and I know 
they have some ideas about, not just the place their daughter and I are living, but 
of Harvard. Sure they can experience the millions of photographs on Google 
earth of this city and its schools…but not from my perspective. This is how I 
intend, for this project, to augment place through the digital medium.  
 
2. Using Montmartre and its hilly area (potential for elevation tracking…though 
maybe its too bourgeoisie for this) to experience the play Ubu Roi by Alfred Jarry. 
I was thinking of perhaps breaking down the play into each character and adding 
music and related sounds to the scene of the play. This project explores a new 
way to experience the theatre in an appropriate outdoor setting. I'm also thinking 
of how to have the participants interact with one another and how that could 
affect the system of the installation.  
 
3. Creating a linear based cause and effect installation; digital affects analog 
which affects digital which affects analog and so on. This is really inspired by the 
window display at Hermès by Tokujin Yoshioka. This idea explores a different 
approach to narrative in the sense that each of the parts would be affecting the 
next visual component starting from left and finishing to the right. I do not have 



specific visual examples yet of how I would do this.  
 
4. 'Stop and listen to the flowers' is another sound installation idea. The 
participant, again with headphones and geotagging, explores a space in a room. 
The sounds become 'attracted' to the participant. The longer they stay in one 
place the more the soundscape grows around them. This project idea came from 
a conversation with Pol Pla i Conesa. We were discussing a project idea to 
create an 'ecosystem of sounds' where the audio tracks that are most listened to 
grow somehow and the ones that aren't listened to as much eventually die.  
 
5. 'Leave a sound' is another sound project where the participant walks in the 
installation and leaves a sound or story behind. Then the next participant does 
the same and hears who came before them. I was thinking about how to create 
an ongoing dialog between the participants. This project needs some tweaking, 
as it too closely resembles the project Microphones by Rafael Lozano-Hemmer. 
The participant interacts with a microphone on a stage under a spotlight. They 
speak into the microphone, it records the audio and immediately "talks back" by 
playing a previous participants recording.  
 
What are the visual components of your investigation?  
 
 Some of the visual components I've had in mind, and always use, are 
using both video and photography in installation form. My thesis proposal, at this 
point, is much more concentrated on the audio component and the physical 
space (which perhaps is considered the visual component). I see the thesis 
proposal statement, "using the digital medium to augment place and experience 
narrative" as a container for both the visual and interactive components that are 
still to be determined. One installation might be better served with only audio 
where another might have interactive video elements.  
 
What are the interactive components of your investigation? 
 
 I am thinking of interactive components as the people in the installations–
locative based triggers. The experience is in the movement of the 
viewer/participant. Narrative will be an important aspect of these projects as the 
story line (whether it be audio, visual or text based) that can be interacted with.  
 
What do I need to read, learn? What skills? What do I already know? What 
can I already do?  
 
 I am learning Processing and intend to keep going with programming over 
the summer and into the fall semester with Pol Pla i Conesa. Teri Rueb pointed 
me in the direction of mScape for GPS tracking. I have learned quite a bit about 
mapping and information architecture this year but I could start to look at locative 



walking art, the technology and keep finding and contacting people who have 
done it already for more resources. I would especially like to experience some of 
the projects, such as Drift, that have been done already. I have done plenty of 
collaboration this semester, which is something I intend to keep doing, and an 
important aspect of the environment that I hoped to get at MassArt. For instance, 
Chris Field and I are shooting a short film together. He is the writer/director and I 
have been doing cinematography. This summer break I would like to keep 
revisiting these visual and narrative forms that I had intended to pursue six years 
ago.  
 
Resources? People in Boston? MassArt? World? 
 
 Masaki Fujihata, in Japan, is one of the first people to experiment with 
GPS tracking in installation form. Nigel Thrift, whose book Thinking Space I am 
reading is an introduction to the theoretical side of how we use space. Andrew 
Stuck, who I hope to meet this summer in London, is a potential resource for 
walking art. Also, Richard Long has created many ephemeral-walking projects. 
From MIT, I have kept in contact with Jeffrey Warren from the Media Lab and 
Dietmar Offenhuber from SENSEable City Lab, both of whom have given me 
many articles and starting points in mapping and urban space. I have also been 
in contact with Teri Rueb whose projects are most inspirational to me right now.  
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 Mapping the Subject is another theoretical book on mapping and space. I 
have not read any of this yet but hope to reconcile the differences between space 
and place by understanding, as it describes, "an inter-disciplinary exploration of 
subjectivity, which focuses on the importance of space in the constitution of 
acting, thinking, feeling individuals."  
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